Rubber Pond Liners

Creating the Ideal Waterscape
In a world with a growing population, expanding urban areas and
fewer spaces that provide moments of peace and quiet, many
homeowners are choosing to create personal sanctuaries in their
own backyards. One of the most popular and practical ways to
enhance a home’s outdoor living space is through landscaping
elements like water features. Tranquil ponds, water gardens and
bubbling fountains that can convert the bleakest patch of ground into
a beautiful, peaceful retreat.
Carlisle’s fish-friendly AquaTough™ rubber pond liners combine
design flexibility, long-term durability and easy installation, making
them an ideal choice for a variety of waterscape applications,
including:
• Reflective ponds
• Decorative ponds
• Koi ponds
• Water gardens
• Fountains
• Hardscapes
• Pondless water features
• Streams
• Waterfalls

HOW TO CREATE
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WATERSCAPE

LONG-TERM PERFORMANCE
Carlisle’s fish-friendly AquaTough rubber pond liners are specifically designed to resist the
growth of microbes and algae, as well as harsh weather conditions such as frost, snow and
extreme temperatures. With enhanced weatherization and increased resistance to ozone and
UV exposure, Carlisle pond liners provide long-lasting performance and aesthetic appeal.
Lifetime Material Warranty Available (See website for details.)

Environmentally Friendly
Carlisle SynTec Systems strives to provide the most
high-performance, environmentally conscious products,
which is why Carlisle AquaTough rubber pond liners are
specifically formulated for ground and gardening projects.
Carlisle pond liners are safe for most fish and plant life,
so homeowners and architects can rest assured that
their ponds and other landscaping features will not be
detrimental to their properties or the environment.

Flexible Design
Because of their flexibility, Carlisle AquaTough rubber
pond liners can easily be molded to almost any size
and shape, allowing them to be used in even the most
creative water features.
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Easy Installation
Carlisle AquaTough rubber pond liners are available in a wide
variety of widths and lengths, and are quick and easy to install.
Since no heat-welding or kettles are required, this membrane
can be installed in virtually any location.
Left: Beginning stages of Carlisle pond liner installation.
Below: Completed Carlisle pond liner waterscape application.

Minimal Maintenance
Carlisle’s fish-friendly AquaTough rubber pond
liners provide top-quality performance with virtually
no maintenance after installation. If a puncture
does occur, the liner can be repaired on-site, easily
and cost-effectively, using Carlisle’s pressuresensitive accessories.

About Carlisle SynTec Systems
Carlisle SynTec Systems, headquartered in Carlisle,
PA, has been manufacturing single-ply EPDM
membranes for more than half a century. With longterm aesthetics, durability and flexibility, Carlisle’s
fish-friendly pond liners provide a high-performance,
eco-friendly option for virtually any landscaping or
pond lining application. Backed by Carlisle’s proven
track record of quality, innovation and technical
expertise, Carlisle rubber pond liners provide you
with peace of mind, knowing your backyard oasis
will be protected for years to come.
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